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At Your Service: Service-Oriented Computing from an EU Perspective (Cooperative Information Systems)MIT Press, 2009

	Service-Oriented Applications and Architectures (SOAs) have captured the interest of industry as a way to support business-to-business interaction, and the SOA market grew by $4.9 billion in 2005. SOAs and in particular service-oriented computing (SOC) represent a promising approach in the development of adaptive distributed systems. With...
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Big Data Analysis with Python: Combine Spark and Python to unlock the powers of parallel computing and machine learningPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Get to grips with processing large volumes of data and presenting it as engaging, interactive insights using Spark and Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get a hands-on, fast-paced introduction to the Python data science stack
	
			Explore ways to create useful metrics and statistics from...
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Sas 9.1 Sql Query Window: User's GuideSAS Institute, 2004
Complete with step-by-step examples, this guide will teach you basic query concepts, how to perform basic queries on single and multiple tables, how to use advanced SQL Query window features, and much more.

Step-by-step examples are you guide as you use the windowing interface to the SQL procedure. The SQL Query window supports the PROC...
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Mastering SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services Infrastructure DesignSybex, 2007
Design, Produce, and Distribute Reports That Mean Something
   Today's DBAs need to know how to work with users, management, and key stakeholders to identify organizational needs and leverage the technology to meet them. Covering intermediate to advanced subjects, such as performance tuning, this book shows you how to build a...
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Anatomy & Physiology Workbook For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2007
An excellent primer for learning the human body
    
    An anatomy and physiology course is required for medical and nursing students as well as for others pursuing careers in healthcare. Anatomy & Physiology Workbook For Dummies is the fun and easy way to get up to speed on anatomy and physiology facts and...
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Hands-On Bug Hunting for Penetration Testers: A practical guide to help ethical hackers discover web application security flawsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Detailed walkthroughs of how to discover, test, and document common web application vulnerabilities.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to test for common bugs
	
			Discover tools and methods for hacking ethically
	
			Practice working through pentesting engagements...
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Herbicide Residue Research in India (Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World, 12)Springer, 2018

	
		Herbicides constitute about 60% of the total pesticides consumed globally. In India, the use of herbicides started initially in tea gardens and picked up in the 1970s, when the high-yielding varieties of rice and wheat were introduced. Presently, 67 herbicides are registered in the country for controlling weeds in crops including...
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Corporate Resiliency: Managing the Growing Risk of Fraud and CorruptionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Corporate Resiliency: Managing the Growing Risk of Fraud and Corruption is written for members of boards of directors and audit committees, senior executives, those who advise or report to them, and those responsible for managing fraud and corruption risks. It describes in plain English terms a proactive fraud and corruption risk...
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Current Practice in Environmental Reporting: The Chemicals IndustryWoodhead Publishing, 2001

	Environmental reporting is still in its infancy, having emerged only in the latter part of
	the 1980s. Companies are under increasing pressure to be transparent and accountable
	in the whole spectrum of their business. In recent years, a number of companies
	have seen the need to introduce environmental reporting, placing environmental...
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Adobe Acrobat 7 in the OfficeAdobe Press, 2005
Offering a raft of Microsoft Office collaboration features (plus the ability to review and comment on Acrobat Procreated documents using just Reader), Acrobat is no longer just for pre-press and creative professionals. Acrobat can simplify workflows in all kinds of business settings. All you need is this handy guide to delineate those uses and show...
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Online Education For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	According to a report published by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation in 2008, nearly one in five college students experienced some sort of Web-based instruction. That’s a lot of students learning online! And, considering that college is no longer limited to advantaged 18- to 22-year-olds, that means a lot of those online students may be...
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10 Don'ts on Your Digital Devices: The Non-Techie's Survival Guide to Cyber Security and PrivacyApress, 2014

	In nontechnical language and engaging style, 10 Don’ts on Your Digital Devices explains to non-techie users of PCs and handheld devices exactly what to do and what not to do to protect their digital data from security and privacy threats at home, at work, and on the road. These include chronic threats such as malware and...
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